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while normal vaginal discharge tends to range from sticky and milky white to
watery and clear abnormal discharge tends to have an unusual appearance texture
or odor and is often accompanied by tarry sticky stool can result from eating fat
heavy foods but can also indicate several underlying health conditions learn more
about the symptoms causes and treatments here medical news fungal groin
infection tinea cruris is an infection of the groin caused by a fungus it is a common
problem particularly in athletes and in the elderly treatment with an antifungal
cream usually works well the tips given below may help to prevent recurrences in
this article what is tinea cruris what does tinea cruris look like if you notice a fishy
or foul smell to your discharge and it s accompanied by changes in texture or color
you may have a vaginal infection amount some people produce lots of vaginal
discharge while others produce less certain factors like pregnancy using birth
control pills or ovulation can affect how much vaginal discharge you have causes
treatment complications diagnosis thick rubbery mucus in the back of the throat
also known as catarrh is a symptom that often results from infection in the nasal
passages sinuses lower airways or lungs it may also occur with a range of
conditions including the common cold asthma sinusitis pneumonia and cystic
fibrosis health stomach pains why does my poop smell so bad 9 reasons your poop
is suddenly super stinky according to doctors if you re noticing it consistently it
might be time to talk to a doc is white creamy discharge typical from what causes
creamy white discharge to how to treat it here s everything you need to know
smelly or otherwise unusual discharge may indicate an infection or another
underlying health issue discharge refers to any fluid that drains from the body many
types of discharge are healthy prevention takeaway dirt and other germs can get
stuck in your belly button which can cause infection signs may include white yellow
brown or bloody discharge with an unpleasant odor here 1 you re not cleaning your
belly button this is the most common cause of a smelly belly button according to
mona gohara md an associate clinical professor of dermatology at yale school of
poop that s sticky greasy and difficult to flush can indicate a problem with digesting
dietary fats many health conditions can cause poor fat digestion including celiac
disease intertrigo is a common inflammatory skin condition that is caused by skin to
skin friction rubbing that is intensified by heat and moisture it usually looks like a
reddish rash trapped moisture which is usually due to sweating causes the surfaces
of your skin to stick together in your skin folds health wellness smelly sticky or slimy
food safety rules you shouldn t ignore if it s smelly stinky or slimy don t eat it create
your free account or log in to save this causes of stinky feet your foot odor may
stem from any of several causes trapped sweat and hyperhidrosis you can get
sweaty feet because it s hot outside or you re exercising vigorously still your feet
can also sweat excessively for other reasons like being pregnant wearing ill fitting
shoes stress spending long hours on your feet adjective ˈsme lē definition of smelly
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as in stinking having an unpleasant smell your smelly sneakers are enough to raise
the dead synonyms similar words relevance stinking stinky ripe malodorous foul
disgusting filthy fetid rotting reeking musty rotted fusty strong dirty noisome funky
frowzy rotten definitions of stinky adjective having an unpleasant smell synonyms ill
smelling malodorous malodourous unpleasant smelling bilgy smelling like bilge
water fetid foetid foul foul smelling funky ill scented noisome smelly stinking
offensively malodorous frowsty fusty musty stale and unclean smelling gamey
gamy high hang or lay your clothes outside in the sunshine and fresh air leave the
clothes out for a few hours turning them occasionally make a 50 50 solution of
vinegar and water in a large bowl bucket meaning of stinky in english stinky
adjective informal us ˈstɪŋ ki uk ˈstɪŋ ki add to word list having or producing an
unpleasant smell stinky cheese the job is dirty a little stinky and far from glamorous
synonyms malodorous formal smelly opposites fragrant perfumed scented smart
vocabulary related words and phrases
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sticky discharge what does it mean for your
vagina healthline
May 03 2024

while normal vaginal discharge tends to range from sticky and milky white to
watery and clear abnormal discharge tends to have an unusual appearance texture
or odor and is often accompanied by

sticky poop causes treatment and when to see a
doctor
Apr 02 2024

tarry sticky stool can result from eating fat heavy foods but can also indicate
several underlying health conditions learn more about the symptoms causes and
treatments here medical news

fungal groin infection tinea cruris symptoms and
treatment
Mar 01 2024

fungal groin infection tinea cruris is an infection of the groin caused by a fungus it is
a common problem particularly in athletes and in the elderly treatment with an
antifungal cream usually works well the tips given below may help to prevent
recurrences in this article what is tinea cruris what does tinea cruris look like

vaginal discharge causes colors what s normal
treatment
Jan 31 2024

if you notice a fishy or foul smell to your discharge and it s accompanied by
changes in texture or color you may have a vaginal infection amount some people
produce lots of vaginal discharge while others produce less certain factors like
pregnancy using birth control pills or ovulation can affect how much vaginal
discharge you have

thick sticky mucus causes and treatment verywell
health
Dec 30 2023
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causes treatment complications diagnosis thick rubbery mucus in the back of the
throat also known as catarrh is a symptom that often results from infection in the
nasal passages sinuses lower airways or lungs it may also occur with a range of
conditions including the common cold asthma sinusitis pneumonia and cystic
fibrosis

why does my poop smell so bad 9 causes of
stinky stools
Nov 28 2023

health stomach pains why does my poop smell so bad 9 reasons your poop is
suddenly super stinky according to doctors if you re noticing it consistently it might
be time to talk to a doc

creamy white discharge what causes it and
should you worry
Oct 28 2023

is white creamy discharge typical from what causes creamy white discharge to how
to treat it here s everything you need to know

smelly discharge types causes and seeing a
doctor
Sep 26 2023

smelly or otherwise unusual discharge may indicate an infection or another
underlying health issue discharge refers to any fluid that drains from the body many
types of discharge are healthy

belly button discharge causes treatment outlook
and more
Aug 26 2023

prevention takeaway dirt and other germs can get stuck in your belly button which
can cause infection signs may include white yellow brown or bloody discharge with
an unpleasant odor here

causes of a smelly belly button and what you can
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do about it
Jul 25 2023

1 you re not cleaning your belly button this is the most common cause of a smelly
belly button according to mona gohara md an associate clinical professor of
dermatology at yale school of

double flushing figure out why your poo sticks
like glue
Jun 23 2023

poop that s sticky greasy and difficult to flush can indicate a problem with digesting
dietary fats many health conditions can cause poor fat digestion including celiac
disease

intertrigo what is it causes symptoms treatment
May 23 2023

intertrigo is a common inflammatory skin condition that is caused by skin to skin
friction rubbing that is intensified by heat and moisture it usually looks like a
reddish rash trapped moisture which is usually due to sweating causes the surfaces
of your skin to stick together in your skin folds

smelly sticky or slimy food safety rules you
shouldn t ignore
Apr 21 2023

health wellness smelly sticky or slimy food safety rules you shouldn t ignore if it s
smelly stinky or slimy don t eat it create your free account or log in to save this

smelly feet causes treatments and outlook
verywell health
Mar 21 2023

causes of stinky feet your foot odor may stem from any of several causes trapped
sweat and hyperhidrosis you can get sweaty feet because it s hot outside or you re
exercising vigorously still your feet can also sweat excessively for other reasons like
being pregnant wearing ill fitting shoes stress spending long hours on your feet
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smelly synonyms 57 similar and opposite words
merriam
Feb 17 2023

adjective ˈsme lē definition of smelly as in stinking having an unpleasant smell your
smelly sneakers are enough to raise the dead synonyms similar words relevance
stinking stinky ripe malodorous foul disgusting filthy fetid rotting reeking musty
rotted fusty strong dirty noisome funky frowzy rotten

stinky definition meaning synonyms vocabulary
com
Jan 19 2023

definitions of stinky adjective having an unpleasant smell synonyms ill smelling
malodorous malodourous unpleasant smelling bilgy smelling like bilge water fetid
foetid foul foul smelling funky ill scented noisome smelly stinking offensively
malodorous frowsty fusty musty stale and unclean smelling gamey gamy high

how to get smells out of clothes mildew sweat
smoke perfume
Dec 18 2022

hang or lay your clothes outside in the sunshine and fresh air leave the clothes out
for a few hours turning them occasionally make a 50 50 solution of vinegar and
water in a large bowl bucket

stinky definition in the cambridge english
dictionary
Nov 16 2022

meaning of stinky in english stinky adjective informal us ˈstɪŋ ki uk ˈstɪŋ ki add to
word list having or producing an unpleasant smell stinky cheese the job is dirty a
little stinky and far from glamorous synonyms malodorous formal smelly opposites
fragrant perfumed scented smart vocabulary related words and phrases
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